DATA SHEET

Recover your Supply Chain from Covid19 with
Apps Associates and Oracle Analytics Cloud
The Supply Chain processes for many organizations have been disrupted and hit the hardest by the suspension of our
economy. Many of our clients are struggling to meet the ever-changing requirements of the new world we live in. Access to
actionable data is imperative for the recovery, survival and success of many organizations.
Our Analytics consulting team has put together a Supply Chain revival package – “Supply Chain Intelligence” that can be
implemented in as little as 2-4 weeks. The package is designed based on our many years’ of experience in providing our
clients with Supply Chain solutions, as well as our current Covid19 assistance projects.

Why Supply Chain Intelligence?
The unpredictable fluctuation of supply and demand in today’s market has made Supply Chain management a daunting
task for many organizations. From the need to more accurately plan raw materials to meet requirements, to establishing
alternate routes and suppliers, it all impacts customer satisfaction and retention. Access to better and faster actionable
information is one of the most important ways to empower organizations to make timely and critical decisions and
necessary changes.
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Benefits of Supply Chain Intelligence include
1) Insight into Key Metrics that will provide visibility into key areas of your business including:
Inventory

Procurement

Order fulfillment

Shipping

Production schedules

Forecasting

Problem

Solution





Lack of Visibility to the supply
chain process



Managing customer
satisfaction



Delays in fulfilling orders


Inventory Projection for the
next 6 months

Predict estimated customer
delivery dates and missed
shipments



Spot at-risk suppliers and
delays in the procurement
process



Suggest Alternate Suppliers



Trends in the Fill Rate
Accuracy for Production
Scheduling



Forecast accuracy



Predict Production Delays

2) Access to latest in Oracle Analytics Technology

ETL/ELT
 Full Data Loads
 Incremental
data extracts
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Data Warehouse
 Transformed
 Data Grouped by
Subjects Areas
 Integrated
 Detail with History

Export/Report

Supply Chain Analytics
 Dashboards
 KPI’s
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3) Integration of Disparate Business Applications
A built in reporting platform integrates all the necessary data sources in order to provide a single and reliable source of
information. The integration layer streamlines the data to generate the key metrics necessary to drive better and
deeper insight into your supply chain sources.

Supply Chain Management - Source Systems
Demand
☐ Order Management
♦ Bookings
♦ Backlog
☐ Sales Forecast
Supply
☐ Procurement
♦ In-Transit
♦ Scheduled Receipts
♦ Purchase Orders
☐ Manufacturing
♦ Work Orders
☐ Supply Chain Planning
♦ Planned Orders
☐ Inventory
♦ On Hand Balances

4) Leverages Oracle Analytics Cloud Rapid Deployment
Get More Value Faster
Oracle’s rapid deployment and ease of use delivers a substantial Return on Investment. Oracle Analytics Cloud Data
Visualization is the new interface used by analysts and data scientists for data preparation, data model creation, machine
learning, and more. Your users can now connect to multiple data sources, including Oracle Essbase cubes, and they can also
import their own data in one click.
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Get the Apps Associates Supply Chain Intelligence solution,
built on Oracle Analytics Cloud Today
Let us help you get the power of your data at a lower entry cost that will
provide immediate insight into your Supply Chain process.

Our Strategic Partners

Pricing
The total cost for the deployment and implementation will be available in a few
package variations as follows.

Foundation Level: $45,000 (Duration 2-4 weeks)
o Data Pipelines to extract data from Oracle Cloud Applications using Oracle
provided Public View Objects
o Loading the extracted data into Autonomous Data Warehouse
o Curated data that you can report using Data Visualization

Integration Level: $40,000 (Duration 2-4 weeks)
o Transform and load data in Oracle’s Autonomous Data Warehouse
o Execution of Full & Incremental load processes
o Deploy other Subject Areas for the identified business areas
 Sales Orders		

 Purchase Orders

 Requisitions		

 Work Orders

 Forecast		

 Planned Orders

 Inventory

Analytics & Reporting: $20,000 - 60,000 (Duration 4-6 weeks)
o Dashboards and the corresponding reports created using Oracle Analytics Cloud: Including the capability to drill down
into the transactional details
Note: Initial pricing based on our past experience with similar projects. The client’s specific requirements will determine the
final cost. Also this is a sequenced approach, you must finish each level before moving on to the next level.
Is Supply Chain Intelligence Right for You? Find out in our 30 Minute Consultation – Register Today

About Apps Associates
Apps Associates delivers a breadth of services, unwavering dependability and unparalleled agility that drives ROI. Apps Associates is a
trusted partner for the management of critical business needs, providing strategic consulting and managed services for Oracle, Salesforce,
integration, analytics and multi-cloud infrastructure.
We differentiate through our relentless attention to delivery excellence and customer care. Apps Associates is an Oracle Partner, a Premier
Consulting Partner with Amazon Web Services with competencies in Oracle and Managed Services, a Salesforce Silver Consulting Partner
and Snowflake Select Partner. No one has managed more Oracle to Cloud migrations than Apps Associates, giving us deep rooted
expertise that is second to none.
Operating in the United States, Europe and India, we’ve maintained long term partnerships with our customers as a result of the high quality
solutions that our experts design, deploy and manage. These solutions are developed using our proprietary global delivery model under
the ITIL. Our consultants work closely with our customers to create solutions from concept to deployment leveraging Oracle technology to
improve their business performance through streamlined processes, improved insight, and an integrated IT environment.
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